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Abstract. This position paper discusses the use of symbiotic filtering, a novel distributed data mining approach that combines content-based and collaborative filtering for spam detection.

1 INTRODUCTION

Unsolicited e-mail (spam) is a serious problem, as it consumes resources (e.g. time spent reading unwanted messages) and it is also used to spread malicious content (e.g. viruses). Currently, spam represents around 80-90% of all email messages sent [11].

Several solutions have been proposed to fight spam under two main categories [6]: Collaborative Filtering (CF) and Content-Based Filtering (CBF). CF involves sharing information about spam emails messages (e.g. blacklists with IP addresses of known spammers). The use of social networks has also been proposed to increase the CF potential (e.g. propagation of whitelists among socially connected users) [6]. CBF is the most used anti-spam solution and it is based on using a text classifier (e.g. Naive Bayes) that learns to detect spam from message features (e.g. word frequencies) that are extracted from the past messages of a given email account [9].

Both pure CBF and CF solutions have drawbacks. CBF performance is poor for new users, as it requires a large number of representative examples. Also, there may be a large gap between high-level concept (e.g. spam image) and the low-level message features (e.g. bit colors). Moreover, CBF is vulnerable to contamination attacks, where spammers mix spam with normal words. On the other hand, CF suffers from first-rater, i.e. difficulty to classify emails that have not been rated before, and sparsity of data, i.e. when users rate few items. Also, spam is ultimately a personal concept and often CF systems discard this issue [7]. In recent work, we proposed the novel Distributed Data Mining (DDM) approach, called Symbiotic Filtering (SF), which combines useful features from both CBF and CF [4]. In this position paper, we discuss several SF issues.

2 SYMBIOTIC FILTERING (SF)

Symbiosis is a close interaction among different entities and this phenomenon is present not only in biological species but also in business enterprises. Under the Web 2.0 concept, the idea is to use the Internet to gather distinct users interested on similar but not identical Data Mining (DM) goals. While SF could be applied to other personalized filtering applications (e.g. web pages with offensive content), we discuss here the case of spam e-mail filtering, since it involves several challenging issues (e.g. concept drift and privacy). It is assumed that each individual runs a local CBF (e.g. Naive Bayes). Instead of sharing data (which rises privacy issues), SF exchanges information learned locally (e.g. the filter). This reduces communication costs, while preserving privacy. The final SF goal is to foster mutual relationships, where all (or most of) users benefit from the collaboration.

SF puts emphasis on accessing (indirectly) more data rather than using more complex local filters. To achieve SF, there are two interesting sharing possibilities: relevant features or DM models (i.e. filters). In this paper, we will discuss the latter approach, which can be achieved by using ensembles, where a combination function is used to aggregate distinct predictions into a single response. As spam suffers from concept drift (i.e. the learning concept evolves through time), such aggregation function should be dynamic. In [4], we proposed a hierarchical learning ensemble, where the outputs of the distinct filters are used as the inputs of another (meta-level) learner. Hence, each user has a local meta-learner that is dynamically trained (e.g. each time a new filter is received) to get a high accuracy on the user recent past data (e.g. last 100 emails). Such approach was successfully applied to spam filtering, by using a realistic mixture of real spam and ham messages. Promising results were obtained by the SF, which outperformed a local CBF under several scenarios (e.g. using fixed and incremental symbiotic groups) and for a small number of users (from 3 to 5). The increase of performance was particularly high for new users. Also, SF was more robust to word contamination attacks. By dynamically combining filters from distinct users, we believe that a stronger protection is achieved against spam. Next, we discuss in detail several important SF issues.

2.1 SF and Distributed Data Mining

The main DDM goal is to obtain a global model by aggregating several data mining models that are already locally available at the user level. Yet, SF is distinct from classic DDM since each user will have an aggregated model that is tailored to her/his needs. Thus, there is a different motivational issue, since if a given user does not benefit from the SF, she/he could easily leave the collaboration.

2.2 SF and Other Hybrid CBF-CF Systems

SF is different from other hybrid CBF-CF works that were devised for centralized systems (e.g. collaborative ensemble learning) [13]. In SF, the data and filters are distributed through different entities, thus there are issues not only of user motivation but also distribution (how and what should be shared), privacy and security (e.g. users are not willing to share legitimate email).

2.3 Privacy and Security

Sharing DM models is less sensitive than exchanging data, but there are still privacy issues. If user A has access to the filter of B, then
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A may feed a given token (or set of tokens) into the model and thus know with some probability that such token was classified by B as spam or ham. Our privacy solution resides in an anonymous exchange of models. Privacy can be increased if each individual does not know the symbiotic group composition. Yet, for social networks it may also be attractive that the symbiotic group composition could be assessed by all the SF participants. To harvest an individual e-mail may be easy for spammers, yet knowing who belongs to a given SF group is more difficult, as security can be increased by using encrypted SF communication. Also, the use of trust weights can be used to prevent fake users from joining SF groups [12].

2.4 Communication and Scalability

When compared to CF, SF requires less communication costs. For example, a filter built from a millions of emails can be described by a few hundreds or thousands of bytes (depending on the filter algorithm used) [5]. To exchange the filters, a standard format should be adopted, such as the Predictive Model Markup Language (PMML) [8], which is compatible with a large number of data mining tools. Also, the SF exchange (e.g. filters) can be set in an asynchronous fashion and triggered only after receiving $m$ messages or when it is detected that the filter suffers a concept shift [3].

The blind exchange of features or filters can be set using two implementations: a centralized server or a Peer-to-Peer (P2P)-like application. Under the first option, all users register into a centralized and secure service. This service could be implemented by large companies or email providers (e.g. Gmail or Hotmail), when all emails are stored at a given server. The second distributed implementation is more natural for the SF concept (e.g. under social networks), although it requires the platforms to trust the P2P software.

SF is linearly affected by the number of “foreign” filters. To improve scalability, we propose using text clustering [2] (e.g. using the CBF word features) to segment users with similarities, thus reducing the SF group and avoiding the inclusion of inadequate or malicious filters. Another option is the use social networks, where users could choose their “friends”. Such system could be implemented in social network sites (e.g. Facebook).

2.5 Current and Future Work

To experimentally test the SF capabilities, we are currently approaching the Enron corpus [1], which includes real ham messages from 148 users. Using the perl language, we defined the Enron relationships based on the number of received/sent messages between any two Enron users. Figure 1 shows an example of the social network related to user allen.p. Using a methodology similar to [4], we will select real spam from public repositories (e.g. http://untroubled.org/spam/) and use a realistic and controlled mixture of ham and spam (e.g. using different and changing spam/ham ratios). Next, we intend to apply CBF to each Enron user and test several SF approaches (e.g. text clustering and use of the Enron social network), in order to measure performance and scalability issues. At a second stage, we intend to encode SF in e-mail clients (e.g. Thunderbird extension), in order to gather feedback from real users.

3 CONCLUSION

Rather than improving a single classifier or exchanging messages, the emphasis of SF is on accessing information learned from other filters to improve personal filtering. In this position paper, we discuss several SF issues when applied to spam e-mail detection.
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